
To harness the ability of the private sector 
and collaborate to address the chronic

shortage of low income affordable housing. 

Our Single Mission:
An Australia where everyone has a 

stable place to call home - no matter
if they’re rich or poor.

Our Big Vision

Housing All Australians

AAH
Follow us on LinkedIn

Contact us at: robert@barringovalley.com.auFollow us on LinkedIn

1. Harness the goodwill of the private sector to deliver short
     term affordable housing. 
2. Introduce a private sector perspective to develop strategies
     for the economic interest of Australia, free from political bias.
3. Via our personal relationships, influence our political system
     at all levels; local, state and federal by demonstrating long term
     economically sound options to achieve our vision.    

OUR ROLE: WHO WE ARE: 

A group of influential leaders from the private sector with a shared
belief that it’s in Australia’s long term economic interest to house
all Australians including those on low incomes.
  
We believe the long-term cost to Australia of not providing stable
housing for all will result in future generations inheriting a
significant burden with disastrous economic and social 
consequences. 

We are a private sector single purpose group using a commercial
lens to help address Australia’s supply of low income and affordable
housing.
 

OUR UNIQUE POSITION: 
* Thinking with an intergenerational perspective 
* Delivering long term value to Australian taxpayers 
* Bipartisan collaboration

 

OUR VALUES: 

OUR STRATEGIC PRIORITIES

IMMEDIATE MEDIUM TERM LONG TERM> >

Provide short term
shelter in under-

utilized infrastructure

Quantify the long
 term economic 

consequences
of NOT providing 

housing for all

Increase the supply
of rental housing on

 Government land for
diverse incomes

Create a financial
 mechanism for private
 sector developments

to provide low
income affordable 

housing mixed with 
private rental

OUR AMBITIOUS PROJECTS 

Prepare a draft Policy Paper to stimulate

discussion around the creation of a new

financial instrument to subsidise the

incorporation of low income housing

into Build-to-Rent developments.

 

ECONOMIC STUDY 

Convince super funds to undertake

commercial developments on Govt land

under a long term lease agreement rather

than Govt selling the land to the private

market.

 

COMMERCIAL
DEVELOPMENT 
AGREEMENTS 

Delivery of short term transitional housing

in existing buildings that are going through

a long redevelopment process. We are 

also exploring the possibility of a national

partnership with Homes for Homes to

scale up the concept across Australia.

 

POP UP SHELTERS POLICY CHANGE 
Undertake an independent national

bi-partisan study to demonstrate the long 

term economic impact for future 

generations of not providing housing for all.

 

SUCCESS LOOKS LIKE  

•   A simple and effective short-term

      solution to combat a critical shortage of

      transitional housing

•   3 shelters operating by end 2019

•   100 people housed by end 2019

•   Acceptance of the concept by support

      agencies

 

•   We have demonstrated the economic

      benefits of acting today and saving costs 

      tomorrow.

•   Study outcomes are accepted as

      ‘evidence based’

•   Study is being utilised to create change

      across the sector

•   Bipartisan approach adopted by all

      political parties

 

•  Govt retains its strategic assets for the
     long term benefit of all Victorians
•  Super funds achieve an acceptable return
     relative to risk
•  Improved social inclusion – A diverse mix
     of people living under the same roof
•  A compelling model for large financial
     institutions to invest in more “salt and
     pepper” housing while still achieving their
     required returns
•  Submit and win an urban renewal bid
     with a superfund based on a lease model

 

•  New Govt policy – similar principles of

     the Low Income Housing Tax Credit in the

     USA, but created in the Australian 

     context

•  Improved social inclusion - A diverse mix

     of people living under the same roof

•  Evidence the private sector will adopt

     and utilise the changes

•  Submit and win an urban renewal bid

      with a superfund based on a lease model
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